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Executive Summary  
 
Landmark Partners LLC (the “Firm” or “Manager” or “Landmark”), is targeting $2 billion of investor 
commitments for its eighth closed-end real estate secondary fund, Landmark Real Estate Partners VIII, 
LP (the “Fund” or “Fund VIII” or “LREF VIII”). Similar to prior Landmark real estate funds, Fund VIII 
will create a diversified portfolio of value-add and opportunistic real estate interests, primarily through 
secondary market transactions of limited partnerships or joint ventures. The Manager anticipates 
distributions early in the Fund’s life through the acquisition of seasoned cash-flow producing interests. 
Fund VIII has a target net IRR of 15% and net TVPI multiple of 1.5x. 
 
Landmark Partners is a private equity and real estate investment company that specializes in 
secondary market transactions, which provide liquidity for investors in an otherwise opaque and illiquid 
industry. Founded in 1989, the Firm is a pioneer and leader in the industry, having committed over $15 
billion of capital in over 1,850 underlying partnership interests. Specific to real estate, Landmark 
Partners is widely believed to have transacted on the first secondary deal in the sector in 1996. Since 
then, the Firm has invested over $4.1 billion of capital in over 100 transactions, representing 350 
different partnership interests. Landmark has one of the largest and most tenured real estate 
secondary teams in the industry with 17 dedicated investment professionals, averaging over 16 years 
of experience in real estate and over 10 years of experience in secondaries. Landmark’s vast 
knowledge and database of underlying real estate positions, accumulated through 20 years of 
transaction experience, is unparalleled in the industry and provides a competitive advantage in both 
evaluation of value and speed of execution. The Firm is headquartered in Simsbury, CT, and has offices 
in Boston, New York, and London.   
 
NEPC believes that real estate secondaries is an attractive investment opportunity due to three 
principal pillars, including hyper-diversification, J-curve mitigation (from maturing portfolios with early 
cash flows), and the ability to acquire interests at a discount to intrinsic value (due in part to various 
non-economic seller motivations). In addition, the continued growth and acceptance of the secondary 
real estate market is such that the size of the opportunity is expected to exceed capital available, 
leading to a supply and demand imbalance which bodes favorably for investors. Landmark’s strong 
reputation and experience in the industry positions the Firm at the top tier of managers to call when 
sellers require liquidity or recapitalizations.    
 
LREF VIII will be diversified by vintage year, sponsor, geography, property type and strategy.  
Although the ultimate composition of the Fund will be dictated by market opportunities, Landmark 
anticipates that approximately 70% of the Fund will be exposed to the United States, with the balance 
having global exposure. The Fund will charge a management fee of 1% based on committed capital 
during the investment period of four years and a fee of 1% based on invested capital, thereafter, for 
the life of the fund. Additionally, the Fund has an incentive fee of 12% carried interest, above an 8% 
preferred rate of return, with 60% catch up for the General Partner. Landmark anticipates a first close 
in December 2016 or early 2017. The Fund can be open for up to 15 months post first close, at the 
discretion of the Manager. 
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Positives  
 
 Experienced Team: Landmark is one of the most experienced real estate secondary investment 

firms in the industry with a 20-year history of transactions. The real estate team is comprised of 17 
dedicated investment professionals with significant experience sourcing, executing, and evaluating 
secondary real estate interests. Most of the team members have previously worked in direct 
investment firms, which have allowed the team to dive deeper into underlying portfolios at the 
property level.  On average, the team has 16 years of real estate experience and over 10 years of 
secondaries experience.   
 

 Strong Track Record: The Manager has a strong history of investing in real estate secondaries 
across six previous funds, which have in aggregate generated average net TVPI multiple of 1.5x 
and average net IRR of over 20%. With the exception of Fund V (2005), all other previous funds 
have either met or exceeded their target return objectives.      
 

 Hyper-Diversification: The portfolio will provide a hyper-diversified pool of real estate interests 
by manager, property type, investment style, geography and vintage year, which should reduce the 
overall risk of the portfolio. For example, Funds VI has exposure to 83 partnership interests, spread 
across 10 vintage years from 2002-2011, and represents ownership positions in over 1,900 
properties.   

 
 Opportunity to Acquire Interests at Discounts: Although investors generally understand the 

illiquid nature of private equity style funds, there are a variety of reasons when investors may need 
to liquidate their interests through secondary transactions rather than hold through investment 
maturity. Often times, the motivation for liquidity may be economically disconnected from the 
intrinsic value of the underlying assets, which creates an opportunity for managers such as 
Landmark to acquire interests at a steep discount to net asset value and at a favorable cost basis 
than what assets would normally trade for in an open primary market.     

 
 Mitigated J-curve: Secondary interests are generally acquired during a more mature phase of the 

underlying fund life. As such, secondary investments have the potential to generate distributions 
almost immediately, producing current cash flows and minimizing the impact of the “J-Curve”. In 
addition, unlike most primary funds which will invest capital in the initial three-plus years to “fix” 
broken assets, mature funds will often have completed asset repositioning strategies and be 
materially de-risked at the time of acquisition with shortened timelines to investment realization. 
Similar to previous funds in the series, Landmark expects Fund VIII to produce cash distributions 
within the first year. 
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Negatives 
 
 Larger Fund Size: Fund VIII is targeting $2 billion in total commitments, which will make it the 

largest real estate secondary fund to date, representing a 25% increase from Fund VII of $1.6 
billion. The Manager, however, expects the market opportunity to grow to over $20 billion in the 
next three years, well in excess of available capital pursuing secondary transactions. In addition, 
size provides a competitive advantage in the secondary market whereby a manager such as 
Landmark could provide a one stop solution for large pension sellers and then pair down their cost 
basis at higher pricing to smaller secondary managers who are unable to accommodate such 
transactions due to either capital or personnel constraints. 
 

 Poor Fund V Performance: Fund V is a 2005 vintage year fund that is currently marked a 0.8x 
net TVPI multiple and a -5.0% net IRR. This is well below the 15%+ net IRR and 1.5x+ net equity 
multiple targeted by the Manager.  Although part of the poor performance can be attributed to the 
Global Financial Crisis, the main drivers of the fund's poor performance were due to two factors: (i) 
the acquisition of fund interests at high NAVs and (ii) the acquisition of funds that were early in 
their investment life cycles, with significant blind pool risk. As a lesson learned, Landmark has 
focused on the acquisition of seasoned funds that are much more mature in their harvesting life 
cycles with current cash flow.  With the exception of Fund V, all other Landmark secondary real 
estate funds have either met or exceeded their target returns to date.   
 

 Double Layer of Fees: As is typical with secondary transactions, investors in Fund VIII will pay 
Landmark’s management and incentive fees on top of the underlying managers’ management and 
incentive fees.  The double layer of fees will reduce the spread between the expected gross and net 
return on investment, although they are partially mitigated by the acquisition discount to net asset 
value. Fund VIII is targeting net investment returns of 15% IRR and 1.5x TVPI multiple.   
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Fund Characteristics 
 
Investment Vehicle Landmark Real Estate Fund VIII LP 
Investment Manager Landmark Realty Advisors LLC 
Target Size/Max Size  $2 billion 
Amount Raised First close expected December 2016 
Minimum Investment Size  $5 million (less at the discretion of the Manager) 
Target Final Close Date Q4 2017 
Investment Period Four years from the date of the final close 
Fund Term 10 year from the date of the final close 
Sponsor’s Investment  1% of all commitments  
Assets Under Management Over $3.4 billion of committed capital  
Investment Focus Secondary interests, with up to 5% in primary interests   
Geographic Focus Primarily US with the ability to invest up to 30% outside of the US 
Projected Number of 
Investments 

35-50 investments  

Deal Size  $5 million to $50 million  
Target Fund Return 15% net IRR and 1.5x net TVPI multiple 
Leverage Maximum 70% leverage  
Annual Management Fee 1% of committed capital during investment period and 1% of 

reported value post investment period 
Other Fees None 
Organizational Costs  The Fund will be responsible for its organizational costs up to a 

maximum of $2 million  
Carried Interest 12%, with 60% catch-up 
Preferred Return 8% 
Distribution Waterfall The fee is calculated on a Fund-level basis, and there is no General 

Partner (“GP”) catch-up: 
 100% to LPs until capital is returned plus an 8% return 
 40%/60% LP/GP split until GP receives 12% carried interest 
 88%/12% LP/GP split thereafter 

ERISA Fiduciary Yes 
Fund Auditor PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP 
Fund Legal Counsel Kirkland & Ellis LLP 
Placement Agents Threadmark LLP, KB Investment & Securities Co. Ltd, and LarrainVial 

Investment Inc.  
Website http://www.landmarkpartners.com/ 
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Firm Description 
 
Firm Overview 
Landmark Partners, founded in 1989, is a private equity and real estate investment firm focused on 
secondary investments. Headquartered in Simsbury, Connecticut, Landmark also has offices in Boston, 
New York, and London. Since inception, the Firm has committed over $15 billion of capital in over 
1,850 underlying partnership interests.  Specific to real estate, Landmark Partners is widely believed to 
have transacted on the first secondary deal in the sector in 1996. Since then, the Firm has invested 
over $4.1 billion of capital in over 100 transactions, representing 375 different partnership interests.  
Landmark has one of the largest and most tenured real estate secondary teams in the industry with 17 
dedicated investment professionals, averaging over 16 years of experience in real estate and over 10 
years of experience in secondaries. 
 
As a Firm, Landmark Partners employs nearly 100 professionals and support staff across all phases of 
the business – investment origination, analysis, portfolio management, accounting and reporting. 
Landmark Partners is owned 60% by Old Mutual Asset Management and 40% by Partners of the Firm. 
The investment process, investment decision authority, and day-today operations of the Firm belong to 
the Partners of Landmark and investment decisions are the sole responsibility of the Investment 
Committee. Landmark Real Estate Fund VIII will be managed by Landmark Realty Advisors, a 
subsidiary of Landmark Partners. While Old Mutual owns 60% of the Firm, it is allocated only 20% of 
the carried interest in Fund VIII.     
 
Team Overview 
The real estate team at Landmark (“Landmark Realty Advisors” or the “Team”) is led by James Sunday, 
R. Paul Mehlman and Robert Dombi. Messrs. Sunday, Mehlman and Dombi are responsible sourcing, 
underwriting and managing real estate investments globally.  In addition, Paul Parker, Managing 
Director, helps oversee the origination and execution of real estate transactions across the United 
Kingdom, continental Europe and Asia Pacific. In total, the Firm has 17 professionals dedicated to the 
Fund.  
 
The Investment Committee for the Fund is comprised of co-founders Francisco Borges and Timothy 
Haviland, along with Partners, Chad Alfeld, R. Paul Mehlman, Robert Dombi and James Sunday. 
Members of the investment committee have worked together at Landmark for an average of 19 years. 
 
Recent Turnover / Key Departures  
Landmark reported three mid-to-senior level departures within its real estate investment team in the 
past five years. Jarrett Vitulli was a Principal at Landmark and left the Firm in 2015 after only one year 
and re-joined his former colleagues at a secondary advisory firm. In addition, one Vice President and 
one Associate left the Firm, both of whom were with Landmark for less than two years.  
 
Succession Planning  
To ensure a seamless succession, Landmark has grown and expanded its partnership. In addition to co-
founders Francisco Borges and Timothy Haviland, ten additional partners now own equity interests with 
the Firm at a nearly 50/50 split with the founding partners.  Additional mechanisms to trigger future 
equity ownership shares for Managing Directors and Directors of the Firm have also been put into 
place. In total, senior Landmark team members have an average tenure of 15 years and own 40% of 
the Firm.  
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Fund Investment Strategy  
 
Investment Strategy  
Landmark Real Estate Fund VIII will focus on investing in value-add and opportunistic real estate 
through secondary market transactions, similar to its six predecessor funds. The Fund intends to 
acquire interests in real estate funds, private real estate partnerships, and other structured investment 
vehicles that own real estate and real estate related assets. Through the secondary market, Landmark 
aims to acquire interests at favorable pricing relative to the fair market value of the underlying real 
estate. Landmark believes that seller motivations have increased in recent years as investors are taking 
a more active approach to portfolio management, which have an increased need for liquidity through 
events such as re-capitalizations, privatizations or consolidations. This can be seen in the steady 
growth of real estate secondaries which have a compound annual growth rate of 37 percent over the 
past six years.  
 
Fund VIII seeks to build a diverse portfolio across vintage years, geographies, managers and 
investment strategies. Landmark aims to make investments in relatively mature funds with goal of 
achieving immediate cash flows and early return of investor capital. Investing in mature portfolios with 
less blind pool risk also offers greater insight into the execution of the underlying manager and 
performance of the assets. The Fund may acquire up to 5% interests in real estate assets through 
direct primary vehicles if the opportunities are attractive, though this is not a primary focus area for 
the Fund. 
 
Example of a Prior Investment 
In December 2010, Fund VI transacted on “Project Eagle,” a portfolio of eight real estate private equity 
partnerships with vintages from 2004-2007. Assets were located in the US and Western Europe and 
were diversified by property type. The eight funds were managed by six different GP sponsors and held 
value-add, debt, and opportunistic assets. The seller was motivated to dispose the portfolio 
immediately for a multitude of reasons including liquidity needs and timing constraints for tax 
purposes.   
 
The portfolio was valued at $75.6 million at the time of acquisitions and was purchased for $40.6 
million, representing a 46.3% discount. There was $21.1 million of unfunded commitments. By 
property type, the portfolio was 47% office, 14% multifamily, 13% mixed-use, 6% senior housing, 5% 
hotel, 5% for-sale residential and 4% industrial. As of March 31, 2016 the portfolio held a gross TVPI 
multiple of 2.6x and a gross IRR of 36%. 
 
Target Fund Return  
The Manager is targeting a net IRR of 15% with an equity multiple of approximately 1.5x.  The 
Manager anticipates producing current cash flow and distributions early in the Fund’s life through the 
acquisition of seasoned cash-flow producing investments.  
 
Target Fund Size  
The Fund has established a target size of $2.0 billion or less in total commitments. 
 
Target Investment Types 
Fund VIII intends to make secondary investments in a variety of real estate and real estate related 
entities. These entities include commingled real estate funds, limited partnerships, joint ventures, real 
estate operating companies and non-traded REIT vehicles.  
 
Target Geographic Focus 
The Fund does not explicitly target investment opportunities upon geographic attributes. However, 
Landmark anticipates that the Fund will be globally diversified. Investments that relate to operations 
outside of the US and Canada will not exceed 30% of commitments. This is consistent with past funds 
as Fund VII is invested 71% in the US, 11% in Europe, 9% in Asia, 6% in Latin America, and 3% in 
other Non-US countries.   
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Target Deal Size 
The Manager stated that Fund VIII is expected to make approximately a total of 35 – 50 investments 
with an average individual investment size of $5 to $50 million.  
 
Use of Leverage 
The combined average leverage of the Fund and underlying investments will not exceed 70% of the 
market value of their assets. Landmark does not anticipate using fund-level leverage to make 
investments, as such leverage will be at the underlying fund-level. The Fund intends to put in a place a 
line of credit at the Fund level to manage capital calls. While not restricted from doing so, the Fund is 
not expected to utilize recourse or cross-collateralized debt.  
 
Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) Consideration 
Landmark Partners is a signatory of the United Nations Principles for Responsible Investing (“UN PRI”). 
The Firm seeks to invest in underlying funds that demonstrate a commitment to standards of good 
conduct, including ultimate compliance with all applicable Federal, State and local laws including, but 
not limited to, labor, anti-discrimination, environmental, and health and safety laws. 
 
Recycling of Capital 
During the investment period, the Fund may utilize distributable cash to meet obligations of the Fund 
including expenses, Fund liabilities and capital contributions related to existing investments.  
 
Manager’s View of Current Market Conditions 
Landmark expects real estate secondary market transaction activity to increase dramatically over the 
next several years as the industry matures in a similar pattern to private equity.  Broadly, the number 
of investors and the size of their commitments to higher-returning real estate vehicles have increased 
significantly over the past decade, and the Manager believes that the size and number of secondary 
market transactions will follow suit as a result.  This trend has been evident in non-real estate private 
equity as 1.5% of outstanding net asset value typically trade in the secondary market annually.  Real 
estate, however, has generally only floated half that volume (with the exception of 2015 which reached 
1.6% due to a large CALPERS portfolio).  Landmark believes that the real estate fund universe will 
reach the same pattern of transaction volume, on a consistent basis, within three to five years as the 
industry matures and gains wider acceptance.  As evidence, the Manager cited that from 2010 to 2015, 
transaction volume increased at a compound annual growth rate of 37%, peaking in 2015 at $8.2 
billion.  Although 2015 may be an anomaly due to a massive CALPERS portfolio which came to market, 
it provides a glimpse of where the market is headed both from a size and complexity stand point.   
 
Furthermore, the Manager believes that investors will utilize the secondary market not only as a 
liquidity option but also as a portfolio management tool to reduce the number of investment manager 
relationships.  Limited partners will attempt to streamline their relationships with sponsors and will sell 
off non-strategic and tail-end interests that no longer fit with the plan’s real estate strategy or that no 
longer are large enough to have a material effect on the overall plan performance.  There are typically 
large spreads in the performance between top-quartile and bottom-quartile managers, and Landmark 
expects that investors will take a more active approach to portfolio management, leading to an 
increase in secondary sales.  As such, over the next three years, Landmark believes that aggregate 
transaction volume will range between $15 billion to $25 billion, well in excess of the supply of 
secondary real estate capital, leading to a supply and demand imbalance which bodes well for 
investors.    
 
Expected Fund Investor Base 
Expected investors include public and private pension funds, insurance companies, non-U.S. investors, 
high-net-worth individuals, universities and endowments.  
 
Current Fund Investments 
Fund VIII has not held a first close yet. The first close is scheduled for December 2016.   
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Fund Investment Process  
 
Deal Sourcing  
The Manager believes that one of its competitive advantages is its ability to generate proprietary deal 
flow through an extensive network in the investment and real estate communities and its reputation 
and experience in completing transactions. Landmark states that they are regularly contacted by 
investors, advisors, bankers, consultants and other parties regarding interests for sale. Over 70% of 
deals in LREF VI and 80% of deals in LREF V were privately negotiated, with the remaining deals 
acquired through a limited auction. The Manager expects this off-market deal flow to continue in Fund 
VIII.  
 
Investment Process 
Preliminary Due Diligence 
Once the Manager finds a possible investment opportunity that meets the Fund’s investment 
objectives, the team begins a preliminary underwriting process, including both quantitative and 
qualitative considerations. The team reviews deal tear sheets at the weekly real estate team meetings 
and performs preliminary fund analysis, highlighting core analytical elements and valuations of each 
Fund.  
 
Upon completion of the preliminary review, the Manager will review the managers historical investment 
record and how they performed based on initial return expectations, the basis for each current 
investment valuation, liquidity expectations, strategies for recovery with under-performing 
investments, compliance with loan covenants and an estimated timetable for any future capital calls.   
 
Evaluation Procedures 
Landmark will examine each asset in a possible investment by diversification, transaction structure, 
discounted cash flow and return sensitivity. The Manager highlighted five key pieces of the asset 
evaluation process: 
 

1. Identify Assets: aggregate quantitative and qualitative attributes on each asset in the portfolio 
2. Review GP Underwriting: review fund reporting and understand manager’s investment strategy  
3. Research Market Data: access sub-market data from research firms to compare assets 
4. Identify and Contact Third Parties: gather insights and details from brokers, investors and 

operators  
5. Synthesize Underwriting: construct an asset-level cash flow forecast 

 
The Manager analyzes each investment by exit timing and value. Landmark looks at current valuations, 
projected growth in cash flow, market reports and past performance. The cash flow model projects the 
internal rate of return to the Fund’s limited partners. From this, the real estate team will review a fund 
underwriting summary and will provide input to refine underwriting assumptions. The Manager finalizes 
its fund underwriting summary and writes an Investment Committee Memorandum. The Investment 
Committee is kept apprised during the entire investment process and requires unanimous final approval 
for all investments.   
 
Negotiation and Closing 
Upon reaching agreement on price and terms, Landmark and the seller will execute a letter of intent 
and negotiate the definitive purchase agreement. The Manager will secure transfer consents from 
underlying fund sponsors and aims to complete the closing within 60 days of the execution of the letter 
of intent. Landmark attempts to complete a negotiated transaction with the seller, as opposed to 
participating in an auction process, and believe that negotiated transactions have a higher rate of 
completion and benefits both the buyer and the seller. 
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Investment Committee Approval 
Members of the Investment Committee (including Francisco Borges, Timothy Haviland, Chad Alfeld, R. 
Paul Mehlman, Robert Dombi and James Sunday) are involved in the on-going due diligence process of 
potential investments. Upon the completion of the formal due diligence process, however, all 
transactions must be formally approved by unanimous consent based on their suitability for the Fund 
and alignment with the target objectives of the Fund. 
 
Post-Acquisition Activities and Exit 
After assembling a portfolio, Landmark will work with managers of underlying investment vehicles to 
assume optimal operating results, disposition values and disposition timing for properties. The Fund 
attempts to understand local markets, leasing status and capital structures of the property investments 
owned by each investment vehicle. The Manager will maintain a projection that addresses operations 
and disposition strategy, with an emphasis on timing and amount of anticipated realized residuals. The 
team will review quarterly reporting materials for each acquired fund, revise investment projections, 
prepare quarterly investor reports, review amendments to partnership agreements and manage cash 
needs and disbursements of each fund. 
 
Landmark has regular contact with the general partners for each partnership that the Fund invests in. 
The Manager will attend and participate in the annual meetings for all underlying fund managers. The 
Fund reviews and monitors each partnership’s quarterly reporting and examines changes to the 
partnership’s specific risks in regards to specific property risk, liquidity risk, manager risk and 
capitalization risk. 
 
If the Fund determines that any investments are underperforming or not meeting expectations, 
Landmark may utilize the secondary markets and harvest the investment prior to maturity.    
 
Value Creation 
Landmark has a 20 year history of structuring secondary market transactions in real estate for a 
variety of sellers. Though Landmark’s extensive transaction history, it has developed a large database 
of underlying property data across hundreds of funds which provide transparency and speed of 
execution in an otherwise opaque market. Landmark believes that its deep team and extensive 
database of property information allows it to price transactions better than anyone else in the market. 
Furthermore, Landmark has become a recognized source of replacement capital among the real estate 
general partner, investor, and consultant communities. The Firm’s network of relationships facilitates 
the process of sourcing and negotiating direct off-market transactions at favorable terms. In addition, 
the team is comprised of many individuals with direct real estate investment backgrounds across 
property types, which provide a competitive advantage in underwrite complex assets. Landmark 
believes that its team’s full spectrum of skills, experience, and network will help yield significant value 
in sourcing, evaluating, and executing investments.  
 
Risk Mitigation 
The Manager attempts to reduce the level of risk in the Fund through diversification by geography, 
property type, investment style, investment manager and vintage year. By having a diversified 
portfolio spread across multiple partnerships, the Fund intends to limit risk and exposures more than 
compared to direct investments. Landmark believes that acquiring investments at discounts to intrinsic 
value limits the Fund’s sensitivity to economic and public market conditions, relative to other private 
equity investments. However, the Fund is exposed to certain external real estate risks, such as the 
overall economy, interest rates, shocks to the real estate markets or institutional capital markets and 
the lack of attractive real estate opportunities in the primary markets.  
 
Secondary acquisitions seek to reduce the through of the “J” curve by returning capital earlier than 
direct private equity real estate funds. Most direct private equity real estate funds have ten-year terms 
and make investments in the first three to five years. The Fund targets to acquire more mature 
partnerships and thus will more quickly produce current cash flow and will reduce the timeline to 
investment realization. In addition, Landmark asserts that evaluating an existing portfolio lowers the 
risk because of limited speculation, less development risk, and provides more information for a more 
thorough analysis of the underlying investments.  
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With respect to leverage, the combined aggregate leverage of the Fund and underlying investments is 
limited to 70% of the market value, on an unleveraged basis, of their assets. While leverage is applied 
to enhance returns, it increases the risk associated with investments. With respect to portfolio 
construction and concentration risks, the Fund will be restricted from investing more than 25% of 
commitments in a single underlying investment. In addition, the Fund will also be restricted from 
investing more than 30% of commitments in assets outside of the US and Canada. The Manager may 
invest up to 5% of the Fund in real estate assets through direct primary vehicles. 
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Fund Economics 
 
Sponsor’s Investment 
The General Partner will make a commitment in cash to the Partnership an amount equal to 1% of all 
commitments. 
 
Management Fee  
During the investment period there is an annual management fee of 1.0% on committed capital. Post 
investment period, the annual management fee is 1.0% of the lesser of either the reported value or 
committed capital.  
 
Distribution Waterfall 
The Fund has a two-tiered distribution waterfall, with an 8% preferred return and then a 12% 
enhanced preferred return.   
 
The distribution waterfall is as follows: 

 
 100%/0% LP/GP split until capital is returned plus an 8% LP preferred return   
 60%/40% GP/LP until the GP has received a catch-up of its 12% carried interest 
 88%/12% LP/GP split thereafter 

 
The performance fee is calculated on a Fund-level basis. 
 
Allocation of Carried Interest 
Landmark allocates carry deep into the organization down to the Senior Associate level. The range of 
participation by any individual ranges from 0.5% to 12.5%.  Partners and principals are allocated 
roughly 55%, Vice-presidents and Senior Associates are allocated roughly 15%.  Old Mutual is allocated 
20% of the carried interest, although it owns 60% of Landmark Partners. 
  
Other Fees and Expenses 
The Partnership will be responsible for all organizational costs (such as legal or accounting fees) up to 
$2 million.  These costs are not estimated to exceed $2 million and any excess expenses may be paid 
by the Partnership and fully offset against Investment Advisory Fees payable by the Fund. 
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Fund Administration, Structure and Policies  
 
Fund Structure 
The Fund will be structured as a Delaware Limited Partnership. Landmark Real Estate Fund 
VIII-GP, L.P. will be the General Partner and will be managed by Landmark Realty Advisors 
LLC.  
 

Landmark Real Estate Partners VIII LP Legal Structure 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
ERISA Provisions 
As a registered investment advisor, Landmark Realty Advisors, LLC will qualify as an 
“investment manager” to any of the Partnership’s Limited Partners that are subject to ERISA. 
The Manager will act as a fiduciary within the meaning of the Investment Advisers Act of 1940, 
and will be required to conduct the affairs of each Fund in accordance with ERISA.  
 
UBTI Considerations 
It is anticipated that the Partnership may generate UBTI, which could be significant in amount. 
Tax-Exempt Investors that wish to minimize the incurrence of UBTI may consider an 
investment in the Offshore Partnership.  
 
Labor Policy  
The Firm is sensitive to union labor but is not directly involved in construction or development 
and does not have a formal policy.  
 
Key Person Provision  
A key person event is triggered if at any time two of Messrs. Francisco Borges, Timothy 
Haviland, R. Paul Mehlman, James Sunday and Robert Dombi are inactive.  
 
GP Removal Provisions 
The General Partner may be removed for cause, with the concurrence of two-thirds in Interest 
of the Combined Limited Partners. “Cause” is defined as: 
 

I. Fraud, bad faith, willful misconduct or gross negligence by either the General 
Partner or the Investment Advisor in connection with the performance of their 
respective duties under the Partnership Agreement  

Landmark Realty Advisors, 
LLC 

Delaware LLC and RIA 

Landmark Partners, LLC 
Delaware LLC 

Old Mutual Asset 
Management 60% 

Landmark Partners 40% 

Landmark Real Estate 
Fund VIII-GP, LP 

Delaware LP 

Landmark Real Estate 
Partners VIII, LP 

Delaware LP 
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II. The commission of theft, embezzlement, or obtaining funds or property under 
false pretenses with respect to the property of the Partnership by either the 
General Partner or the Investment Advisor 

III. Conviction of a felony by the General Partner of the Investment Advisor or 
any Key Person 

IV. A willful and material breach of the Agreement by the General Partner which 
has not been cured 

 
LP Advisory Committee 
The General Partner will form an Advisory Board for the Partnership comprised of five or seven 
representative of selected Limited Partners. The Advisory Board will resolve conflicts of 
interest that may arise between the Fund and the General Partner or any of its affiliates. The 
General Partner will retain ultimate responsibility for all decisions relating to the operating and 
management of the Partnership. Advisory Board members have not yet been identified as the 
Fund has not held its final close. No fees will be paid to the members of the Advisory 
Committee. 
 
Reporting 
Within 60 days of the after the close of each of the first three quarters of each fiscal year, the 
General Partner intends to provide each Limited Partner unaudited statements of assets and 
liabilities of the Partnership and net assets represented by Limited Partners’ capital as of the 
each of such quarter, and also unaudited statements of operations and changed in each 
Limited Partner’s capital for the period from the beginning of such fiscal year through the 
quarter then ended.  
 
In addition, the General Partner will provide audited financial statements to Limited Partners. 
The General Partner also intends to provide these statements within 150 days after the close 
of each fiscal year of the Partnership, and has up to 180 days to do so subject to delays in the 
event of the late receipt of financial information from any entity in which the Partnership holds 
an investment. The financial statements shall include statements of assets and liabilities, net 
assets represented by Limited Partners’ capital, operations, changes in net assets, cash flows 
and changes in each Limited Partners’ capital, and shall be audited by a recognized firm of 
independent public accountants. The Firm’s Auditor is currently PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP.  
 
Valuation Policy 
The Manager has adopted a fair value measurement process and disclosures under US 
Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) and is compliant with the ASC 820 and FAS 
157. Landmark reviews the capital account balances of the underlying managers to confirm 
that they are audited values, reported at fair value and in accordance with GAAP. The Manager 
provides audited financial statements within 180 days of year end and utilizes May 15 as a 
cut-off date. For valuations received after May 15, the Manager will adjust only those 
valuations that change Landmark Fund’s net asset value by 0.5%.  
 
For direct investments in companies that Landmark acquires and holds, the Manager also 
prepares valuations that are in accordance with GAAP and reported at fair value. The fair value 
of the company is based upon an independent valuation or third party event, such as 
subsequent financing rounds. If no third party value exists, the General Partner will consider 
the company’s recent financial results, capital financings and product development.  Landmark 
will also look to discounted cash flows or multiples of EBITDA (or NOI) and revenue, based on 
comparable public company information.  In certain instances, a direct investment valuation 
may require advisory board approval, and the investments valuations are not finalized until 
appropriate consent is received.    
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Litigation, Regulation and Compliance 
 
Current Litigation 
The Manager reported that it does not have any current litigation issues.   
 
Compliance Staff and Philosophy 
Antoinette Lazarus serves as Landmark’s dedicated Chief Compliance Officer. In addition to 
Ms. Lazarus, there is one dedicated compliance professional with support from two to three 
additional professionals and third-party service providers. Ms. Lazarus is responsible for 
Landmark’s compliance program to ensure adherence with federal and state securities laws.  
The compliance program has policies and procedures that are designed to prevent, detect and 
correct violations. The program is reviewed annually for effectiveness and adequacy.  
 
Landmark has also adopted a Code of Business Conduct and Ethics. This code provides 
Landmark employees information about standards of integrity and explains legal and ethical 
responsibilities. The Firm conducts annual compliance training that is required for all 
employees.  
 
SEC Oversight 
Landmark Realty Advisors LLC has been an SEC registered investment advisor since 1996. 
 
Subject to Other Regulators 
Landmark Partners Europe is authorized and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority 
(“FCA”).  
 
Personal Trading Restrictions 
Landmark’s compliance philosophy and its Code of Ethics place an emphasis on avoiding 
conflicts of interest or perceived conflicts of interest. The Code of Ethics forbids employees 
from trading based on inside information and the Firm imposes certain restrictions on personal 
investing to prevent conflicts of interests. Landmark’s Chief Compliance Officer, Antoinette 
Lazarus, monitors employees’ adherence to the Code and maintains and updated a restricted 
listed of securities that employees are not allowed to purchase or sell. Employees are required 
to receive pre-approval from the CCO for acquiring any security sold in an IPO or private 
offering.  
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Firm Infrastructure 
 
Office Locations 
The Firm is headquartered in Simsbury, CT and has additional offices in Boston, New York and 
London.  
 
Technology Resources and Systems 
Landmark has both internal and external IT resources and service providers who maintain 
Network Operations Center and are always ensuring that any faults in the environment are 
fixed. The Firm has virtualized its Simsbury, CT-based server infrastructure and has a replica 
of the systems in the Boston, MA offices. The systems are synchronized via replication on an 
hourly basis. All electronic data is backed up nightly to a disk-based backup device. On a 
monthly basis, a backup tape is written and stored off-site with Iron Mountain. 
 
The Firm has several systems to maintain investor data security, including Symantec 
Enterprise Antivirus software, Microsoft Exchange Online Protection, Sonicwall and 
AdvisorMail. The Manager utilizes Equitrak for portfolio management and fund accounting, 
Dynamo CRM for investor relations and MAS 90 for corporate and fund accounting.  
 
Business Continuity Planning 
Landmark has established a Disaster Recovery Plan (the “Plan”). The Plan was designed so 
that the Firm could meet its responsibilities to its clients and continue business activities in a 
seamless fashion. The Plan is tested periodically and updates to reflect new procedures. The 
plan includes documented back-up procedures and responsibilities, back-up storage locations, 
identification of critical people, remote access to the system, and testing of infrastructure at 
remote locations. The Firm’s Chief Compliance Officer is responsible for the Plan.  
 
Fund Administration / Back-office Resources 
The Firm has eighteen professionals working in the operations group and employs several 
Certified Public Accountants. All wire transfers are prepared by an operations administrator or 
the Fund’s accounting manager and reviewed by another manager before being signed and 
authorized by two partners. An accounting manager prepares the quarterly and annual 
financial statements for the Fund and these statements are reviewed by an operations analyst 
or associate and an operations manager. The Fund’s auditor also reviews the yearend financial 
statements. All quarterly and annual financial statements are reviewed by Tina St. Pierre, the 
Fund’s Head of Finance.  
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Firm Track Record 
 
Past Fund Track Record 
 

 
 
Note: $ in millions; data as of September 30, 2016, and provided by the Manager. Internal Rate of Return, or IRR, is net and calculated after the deduction of 
carried interest and expenses charged directly to the respective Fund. Total Value to Paid-In, or TVPI, multiples are calculated using Fund-level contributions 
and Fund-level distributions to date, and the respective Fund's equity balance, net of promote. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Fund-Level Returns 

Fund Vintage Year
Capital 

Committed
Capital 
Funded

Reported 
Value

Amount 
Distributed

Total Value, 
Net of Carry

TVPI 
Multiple

DPI 
Multiple Current Net IRR 

Landmark Real Estate Fund I 1996 $210 $210 $0 $490 $490 2.1x 2.1x 45.0%
Landmark Real Estate Fund II 1997 $335 $335 $5 $528 $533 1.5x 1.5x 16.6%
Landmark Real Estate Fund IV 2001 $119 $106 $2 $183 $185 1.6x 1.6x 19.4%
Landmark Real Estate Fund V 2005 $368 $312 $50 $205 $256 0.8x 0.6x (4.9%)
Landmark Real Estate Fund VI 2009 $718 $597 $303 $746 $1,049 1.6x 1.2x 21.6%
Landmark Real Estate Fund VII 2014 $1,616 $899 $949 $214 $1,163 1.2x 0.2x 36.7%
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Track Record Benchmarking 
For benchmarking purposes, we compared Landmark’s performance to the Thomson One/Cambridge Global Value-Add and Opportunistic Real 
Estate Fund universe. Both strategies were included in order to create a meaningful sample size.  
 

 
 
Notes: 
1. $ in millions; data as of 9/30/16, and provided by the Manager. 
2. Note: Landmark Fund I and II are not included in vintage year benchmarking analysis due to limited benchmark universe observations. 
3. Note: For benchmarking purposes, we compared fund performance to the Tomson One/Cambridge Global Value-Add and Opportunistic Real Estate Fund 

universe as of 9/30/16, the most recent available. 
4. IRRs are net and are calculated after the deduction of carried interest and expenses charged directly to the respective Fund. TVPI multiples are calculated 

using Fund-level contributions and Fund-level distributions to date, and the respective Fund's equity balance, net of promote. 
5. GREEN shaded cells indicate that the Fund outperformed the benchmark. RED shaded cells indicate that the Fund underperformed the benchmark. 

Vintage Year Benchmarking Analysis

Net IRR Landmark Partners LLC Vintage Year Benchmark Net IRR Comparison

Vintage Year Fund Current Net IRR Quartile # Funds
Upper 

Quartile
Median Lower 

Quartile
1996 Landmark Real Estate Fund I 45.0% NA 0 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
1997 Landmark Real Estate Fund II 16.6% NA 0 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
2001 Landmark Real Estate Fund IV 19.4% 2 21 28.2% 18.8% 9.4%
2005 Landmark Real Estate Fund V (4.9%) 3 78 3.5% (0.8%) (7.5%)
2009 Landmark Real Estate Fund VI 21.6% 1 39 18.0% 12.5% 9.5%
2014 Landmark Real Estate Fund VII 36.7% 1 50 12.4% 8.4% (0.7%)

DPI Multiple Landmark Partners LLC Vintage Year Benchmark DPI Multiple Comparison

Vintage Year Fund
DPI 

Multiple Quartile # Funds
Upper 

Quartile
Median Lower 

Quartile
1996 Landmark Real Estate Fund I 2.1x NA 0 0.0x 0.0x 0.0x
1997 Landmark Real Estate Fund II 1.5x NA 0 0.0x 0.0x 0.0x
2001 Landmark Real Estate Fund IV 1.6x 3 21 1.9x 1.7x 1.4x
2005 Landmark Real Estate Fund V 0.6x 3 78 1.1x 0.7x 0.4x
2009 Landmark Real Estate Fund VI 1.2x 3 39 1.5x 1.2x 0.9x
2014 Landmark Real Estate Fund VII 0.2x 1 50 0.1x 0.1x 0.0x

TVPI Multiple Landmark Partners LLC Vintage Year Benchmark TVPI Multiple Comparison

Vintage Year Fund
TVPI 

Multiple Quartile # Funds
Upper 

Quartile
Median Lower 

Quartile
1996 Landmark Real Estate Fund I 2.1x NA 0 0.0x 0.0x 0.0x
1997 Landmark Real Estate Fund II 1.5x NA 0 0.0x 0.0x 0.0x
2001 Landmark Real Estate Fund IV 1.6x 3 21 1.9x 1.7x 1.4x
2005 Landmark Real Estate Fund V 0.8x 3 78 1.3x 1.0x 0.7x
2009 Landmark Real Estate Fund VI 1.6x 2 39 1.8x 1.6x 1.3x
2014 Landmark Real Estate Fund VII 1.2x 1 50 1.2x 1.1x 1.0x

Note:  Benchmark data as of 09/30/2016.  Benchmark is the Cambridge Associates Thomson One Global Value-Add & Opportunistic Closed-End Real Estate fund benchmark.
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Deal-Level Attribution Analysis  
 
Aggregate Investments – Total Value to Paid-In-Capital (TVPI) Analysis 
The top chart below shows the individual investment TVPI multiples for Landmark’s funds. The bottom chart shows the individual investment 
TVPI multiples relative to the benchmark. The size of the bubble on the chart indicates the relative size of the equity commitment to a given 
investment.  
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Aggregate Investments – Total Value to Paid-In-Capital (TVPI) Deal Frequency Analysis 
The charts below show the TVPI multiple deal frequency analysis for Landmark’s investments. These charts are a summary of the data shown 
on the prior bubble charts. On a deal-level basis, the Fund’s investments compare favorably to the vintage year benchmark.  

Avg. Multiple: 1.5x
Wtd. Avg. Multiple: 1.4x
Standard Deviation: 0.7x

67% of Deals Outperform 
vs. Vintage Year Benchmark

33% of Deals Underperform 
vs. Vintage Year Benchmark
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Note: TVPI multiple represents the ratio of realized + current value to capital funded. Current value is based on the fair market value. Investment-level data is as of 
03/31/16 and provided by the Manager.  For benchmarking purposes, we compared investment-level performance to the Thomson One/Cambridge Global Value-Add and 
Opportunistic Real Estate Fund universe with data as of 03/31/16.
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Key Fund Professionals 
 
Summary of Key Fund Professionals  
 

 
 
  

Summary of Key Fund Professionals 

Name Title Function 

Years at 
Firm / in 
Industry 

Investment 
Committee 

Member 
Francisco L. 

Borges 
Managing Partner; 
Chairman and CEO Management 16/29 Yes 

Timothy L. 
Haviland 

Partner; President 
and COO Management 29/29 Yes 

Chad S. Alfeld Partner Investor Relations 19/19 Yes 

Robert J. Dombi Partner 
Sourcing, 

underwriting, 
management 

15/34 Yes 

R. Paul Mehlman Partner 
Sourcing, 

underwriting, 
management 

18/26 Yes 

James J. Sunday Partner 
Sourcing, 

underwriting, 
management 

9/19 Yes 

Tina E. St. Pierre Partner Finance 20/20 No 

Paul E. Parker Managing Director 
Sourcing, 

underwriting, 
management 

7/20 No 

Ira N. Shaw Managing Director 
Sourcing, 

underwriting, 
management 

7/13 No 

Michelle L. Creed Director 
Sourcing, 

underwriting, 
management 

13/13 No 

Gregory F. 
Lombardi Director 

Sourcing, 
underwriting, 
management 

17/23 No 
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Detailed Biographies  
 
Francisco Borges, Chairman, Chief Executive Officer and Managing Partner 
Francisco Borges is a member of the Investment Committee and directs Landmark’s strategic 
planning and investment activities. Mr. Borges joined Landmark in 1999 and previously was 
managing director of GE Capital’s Financial Guaranty Insurance Corporation and Capital 
Markets subsidiaries. Prior to this, he was Treasurer for the State of Connecticut, Deputy 
Mayor of the City of Hartford and legal counsel for the Travelers Insurance Companies. Mr. 
Borges received a BA in political science from Trinity College and a JD from the University of 
Connecticut Law School. 
 
Timothy Haviland, President, Chief Operating Officer and Managing Partner 
Timothy Haviland is a member of the Investment Committee and directs Landmark’s strategic 
planning and investment activities. Mr. Haviland joined Landmark in 1985 and has played a 
key role in the Firm’s first acquisition of a private equity portfolio and expansion into additional 
asset classes. Before joining Landmark, he was a senior account with Rusconi, Cahill & Larkin, 
where he focused on financial services companies. Mr. Haviland received a BS from the 
University of Connecticut and an MBA from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute.  
 
Chad Alfeld, Partner 
Chad Alfeld is a member of the Investment Committee is involved in investor relations, 
marketing and transaction origination of alternative investments. Mr. Alfeld was part of the 
Firm’s initial real estate secondary transaction and has worked on the investment activities of 
Landmark’s private equity and real estate programs. He joined Landmark in 1995 and 
previously was controller of Health Plans Capital Services Corporation and was a senior 
consultant with Arthur Andersen. Mr. Alfeld obtained his Certified Public Accountant 
designation. Mr. Alfeld received a BA in economics from Middlebury College, an MS in 
accounting from DePaul University and an MBA from the University of Chicago.  
 
Robert Dombi, Partner 
Robert Dombi is a member of the Investment Committee and is responsible for sourcing, 
underwriting and managing real estate investments. Mr. Dombi has been involved with the 
transactions and portfolio management for the Firm’s most recent real estate secondary funds. 
His work on office, retail, industrial and residential projects have included acquisitions, 
development, construction and permanent financing, and joint venture structuring and 
dispositions. Mr. Dombi has extensive experience managing real estate companies and assets. 
Prior to joining Landmark in 1999, he worked at the Hutensky Group, a national owner, 
manager and developer of retail properties, and also at Culbro Land Resources, where he 
developed and managed office and industrial parks. Mr. Dombi also worked at Price 
Waterhouse and obtained his Certified Public Accountant designation. Mr. Dombi received a BS 
in accounting and an MBA from the University of Connecticut.   
 
R. Paul Mehlman, Partner 
Paul Mehlman is a member of the Investment Committee and is responsible for sourcing, 
underwriting and managing real estate investments. Mr. Mehlman joined Landmark in 1996 
and has been involved in all of the Firm’s real estate secondary funds. He has worked in a 
variety of asset and portfolio management capacities and has participated in property 
acquisitions and development projects exceeding $1 billion in gross market value. Prior to 
joining Landmark, Mr. Mehlman was a vice president at Equitable Real Estate, and was a 
project manager for Bulfinch Development. He is a member of the Urban Land Institute and 
the Pension Real estate Association, and is also a Chartered Financial Analyst. Mr. Mehlman 
received a BA and a Masters of Architecture degree from Harvard University.  
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James Sunday, Partner 
James Sunday is a member of the Investment Committee and is responsible for sourcing, 
underwriting and managing real estate investments. Mr. Sunday joined Landmark in 2006 and 
was previously an associate at Citigroup Capital Markets where he worked on the execution of 
M&A transactions valued at over $20 billion. Previously, he was a senior research analyst at 
Institutional Property Consultants, where he managed commingled real estate fund 
investments and reviewed private equity real estate offerings for institutional investors. Mr. 
Sunday received a BS in finance from Villanova University and an MBA from New York 
University Leonard N. Stern School of Business. 
 
Tina St. Pierre, Partner 
Tina St. Pierre is responsible for financial reporting, accounting, and tax administration of 
Landmark’s investment funds. She also assists with investor relations and with the Firm’s 
corporate governance. Ms. St. Pierre works closely with outside counsel and the investment 
teams to structure fund offerings and underlying investments in an appropriate manner, 
taking into account the legal, regulatory, and tax regimes applicable to the Landmark funds 
and their investors. Prior to joining Landmark in 1995, Ms. St. Pierre was a senior tax 
accountant with Arthur Andersen. Ms. St. Pierre is a Certified Public Accountant and received a 
BS from Bryant College.  
 
Paul Parker, Managing Director 
Paul Parker is managing director for real estate in Europe and Asia and is responsible for the 
origination and execution of private equity real estate transactions and for investor client 
relations across the United Kingdom, continental Europe and Asia Pacific. Before joining 
Landmark, he was a director at DTZ Investment Management where he was responsible for 
the establishment, development and management of the multi-manager and fund of funds 
business. Previously, he was fund manager for two discretionary UK pension fund real estate 
portfolios, transacting in excess of $1 billion of direct and indirect real estate across Europe 
and Asia. Mr. Parker is a chartered surveyor (MRICS) and a member of the Investment 
Property Forum in the UK. Mr. Parker received a BSc from Leeds University and a MA in 
Property Valuation and Law from London City University.   
 
Ira Shaw, Managing Director 
Ira Shaw is primarily responsible for sourcing and underwriting real estate investments. Prior 
to joining Landmark in 2008, Mr. Shaw was an assistant vice president in AEW Capital 
Management’s direct investment acquisitions group. At AEW, he acquired in excess of $400 
million in real estate properties across a broad range of asset classes and locations. Mr. Shaw 
also served as a director in CIBC World Markets’ asset securitization group, where he 
underwrote intellectual property transactions and other asset-backed financings. Mr. Shaw 
received a BA in philosophy from Haverford College and an MBA from Yale University’s School 
of Management.    
 
Michelle Creed, Director 
Michelle Creed is responsible for sourcing and underwriting real estate investments. She joined 
Landmark in 2002 and 13 years of experience in real estate secondary investing. Ms. Creed 
received a BA in economics from Smith College and an MBA from the University of 
Pennsylvania Wharton School. 
 
Greg Lombardi, Director 
Greg Lombardi is responsible for sourcing, underwriting and managing real estate 
investments. He has worked on transactions and portfolio management for the Firm’s four 
most recent real estate secondary funds. Mr. Lombardi’s 23 years of real estate experience 
include portfolio management and analysis, finance and partnership accounting. Prior to 
joining Landmark in 1999, he was a portfolio analyst at Cigna Investments, where he worked 
on Cigna’s open-end real estate fund. Mr. Lombardi graduated from Central Connecticut State 
University with a BS in finance and received a MS in finance from Rensselaer Polytechnic 
Institute.   
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Disclaimers and Disclosures 

 Past performance is no guarantee of future results. 
 The opinions presented herein represent the good faith views of NEPC as of the date of 

this report and are subject to change at any time.  
 Information on market indices was provided by sources external to NEPC, and other 

data used to prepare this report was obtained directly from the investment 
manager(s).  While NEPC has exercised reasonable professional care in preparing this 
report, we cannot guarantee the accuracy of all source information contained within. 

 This report may contain confidential or proprietary information and may not be copied 
or redistributed to any party not legally entitled to receive it. 

In addition, it is important that investors understand the following characteristics of non-
traditional investment strategies including hedge funds, real estate and private equity: 

1. Performance can be volatile and investors could lose all or a substantial portion of their 
investment 

2. Leverage and other speculative practices may increase the risk of loss 
3. Past performance may be revised due to the revaluation of investments  
4. These investments can be illiquid, and investors may be subject to lock-ups or lengthy 

redemption terms 
5. A secondary market may not be available for all funds, and any sales that occur may 

take place at a discount to value 
6. These funds are not subject to the same regulatory requirements as registered 

investment vehicles 
7. Managers may not be required to provide periodic pricing or valuation information to 

investors 
8. These funds may have complex tax structures and delays in distributing important tax 

information 
9. These funds often charge high fees 
10. Investment agreements often give the manager authority to trade in securities, 

markets or currencies that are not within the manager’s realm of expertise or 
contemplated investment strategy 
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Appendix – Track Record Analysis   



Landmark Partners LLC ---- Fund Analysis Data as of 9/30/2016
(US$ in Millions)

Fund Overview

General Fund Information 
Investment Vehicle Landmark Real Estate Fund VIII

Fund Type / Structure Delaware Limited Partnership

Investment Manager Landmark Partners LLC

Target Fund Size / Max Fund Size $2 Billion

Amount Raised N/A

Minimum Investment Size $5 million

Fund Term 10 Years from Final Close

Investment Period Four years from Final Close

Sponsor’s Investment 1% of Commitments

Target Fund Return (Net) 15% IRR, 1.5x Equity Multiple

Asset Focus Real Estate Secondaries

Geographic Focus Primarily US, up to 30% Internationally

Target Fund Leverage 70%

Annual Management Fee 1% of Committed Capital; 1% of Reported Value thereafter

Other Fees None

Carried Interest 12%

Preferred Return 8%

Target Final Close Date Q4 2017

Key Person(s) Francisco Borges, Timothy Haviland, R. Paul Mehlman, James Sunday and Robert Dombi 

Preliminary Summary of the Advantages and Issues of the Fund

Preliminary Advantages

Preliminary Issues

• Experienced Team
• Hyper-Diversification
• Strong Track Record
• Mitigated J-Curve
• Opportunity to Acquire Interests at Discounts

• Larger Fund Size
• Poor Fund V Performance
• Double Layer of Fees
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Landmark Partners LLC ---- Fund Analysis Data as of 9/30/2016
(US$ in Millions)

Fund-Level Returns and Vintage Year Benchmarking Analysis

Fund-Level Returns 

Fund Vintage Year
Capital 

Committed
Capital 
Funded

Reported 
Value

Amount 
Distributed

Total Value, 
Net of Carry

TVPI 
Multiple

DPI 
Multiple

Current Net 
IRR 

Landmark Real Estate Fund I 1996 $210 $210 $0 $490 $490 2.1x 2.1x 45.0%
Landmark Real Estate Fund II 1997 $335 $335 $5 $528 $533 1.5x 1.5x 16.6%
Landmark Real Estate Fund IV 2001 $119 $106 $2 $183 $185 1.6x 1.6x 19.4%
Landmark Real Estate Fund V 2005 $368 $312 $50 $205 $256 0.8x 0.6x (4.9%)
Landmark Real Estate Fund VI 2009 $718 $597 $303 $746 $1,049 1.6x 1.2x 21.6%
Landmark Real Estate Fund VII 2014 $1,616 $899 $949 $214 $1,163 1.2x 0.2x 36.7%

Vintage Year Benchmarking Analysis

Net IRR Landmark Partners LLC Vintage Year Benchmark Net IRR Comparison

Vintage Year Fund Current Net IRR Quartile # Funds
Upper 

Quartile Median 
Lower 

Quartile
1996 Landmark Real Estate Fund I 45.0% NA 0 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
1997 Landmark Real Estate Fund II 16.6% NA 0 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
2001 Landmark Real Estate Fund IV 19.4% 2 21 28.2% 18.8% 9.4%
2005 Landmark Real Estate Fund V (4.9%) 3 78 3.5% (0.8%) (7.5%)
2009 Landmark Real Estate Fund VI 21.6% 1 39 18.0% 12.5% 9.5%
2014 Landmark Real Estate Fund VII 36.7% 1 50 12.4% 8.4% (0.7%)

DPI Multiple Landmark Partners LLC Vintage Year Benchmark DPI Multiple Comparison

Vintage Year Fund
DPI 

Multiple Quartile # Funds
Upper 

Quartile Median 
Lower 

Quartile
1996 Landmark Real Estate Fund I 2.1x NA 0 0.0x 0.0x 0.0x
1997 Landmark Real Estate Fund II 1.5x NA 0 0.0x 0.0x 0.0x
2001 Landmark Real Estate Fund IV 1.6x 3 21 1.9x 1.7x 1.4x
2005 Landmark Real Estate Fund V 0.6x 3 78 1.1x 0.7x 0.4x
2009 Landmark Real Estate Fund VI 1.2x 3 39 1.5x 1.2x 0.9x
2014 Landmark Real Estate Fund VII 0.2x 1 50 0.1x 0.1x 0.0x

TVPI Multiple Landmark Partners LLC Vintage Year Benchmark TVPI Multiple Comparison

Vintage Year Fund
TVPI 

Multiple Quartile # Funds
Upper 

Quartile Median
Lower 

Quartile
1996 Landmark Real Estate Fund I 2.1x NA 0 0.0x 0.0x 0.0x
1997 Landmark Real Estate Fund II 1.5x NA 0 0.0x 0.0x 0.0x
2001 Landmark Real Estate Fund IV 1.6x 3 21 1.9x 1.7x 1.4x
2005 Landmark Real Estate Fund V 0.8x 3 78 1.3x 1.0x 0.7x
2009 Landmark Real Estate Fund VI 1.6x 2 39 1.8x 1.6x 1.3x
2014 Landmark Real Estate Fund VII 1.2x 1 50 1.2x 1.1x 1.0x

Note:  Benchmark data as of 09/30/2016.  Benchmark is the Cambridge Associates Thomson One Global Value-Add & Opportunistic Closed-End Real Estate fund benchmark.
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Landmark Partners LLC ---- Fund Analysis Data as of 3/31/2016
(US$ in Millions)

Investment-Level Returns Analysis

Avg. Multiple: 1.5x
Wtd. Avg. Multiple: 1.4x

Standard Deviation: 0.7x

67% of Deals Outperform 
vs. Vintage Year Benchmark

33% of Deals Underperform 
vs. Vintage Year Benchmark
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Landmark Partners LLC ---- Fund Analysis Data as of 3/31/2016
(US$ in Millions)

Investment-Level Returns Analysis by Fund and Investment Status

2% of Deals 
>3.0x TVPI 

Multiple
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Multiple
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>1.0-2.0x TVPI 
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33% of Deals Underperform vs. 
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Landmark Partners LLC ---- Fund Analysis Data as of 3/31/2016
(US$ in Millions)

Investment Volume and TVPI/DPI Multiples by Investment Year

Investment Number Equity Amount Current Total Wtd. Average Wtd. Average
Status of Capital Distributed Reported Equity Gross Gross

Investments Invested Equity Value Value DPI Multiple TVPI Multiple
2002 5 $75 $125 $0 $125 1.67x 1.67x
2003 2 $24 $49 $0 $49 2.05x 2.05x
2005 2 $10 $23 $0 $24 2.45x 2.48x
2006 1 $11 $10 $0 $10 0.90x 0.93x
2007 10 $185 $67 $10 $78 0.36x 0.42x
2008 6 $76 $44 $17 $61 0.58x 0.80x
2009 1 $43 $79 $24 $103 1.81x 2.38x
2010 5 $95 $162 $79 $240 1.70x 2.52x
2011 11 $136 $150 $86 $236 1.11x 1.74x
2012 5 $106 $166 $22 $187 1.57x 1.77x
2013 4 $144 $165 $59 $224 1.15x 1.56x
2014 10 $379 $218 $298 $516 0.58x 1.36x
2015 16 $544 $60 $650 $710 0.11x 1.31x
2016 4 $31 $0 $44 $44 0.01x 1.43x

Total 82 $1,857 $1,317 $1,290 $2,607 0.71x 1.40x
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Landmark Partners LLC ---- Fund Analysis Data as of 3/31/2016
(US$ in Millions)

Investment Realization Analysis

Gross DPI and TVPI Multiples Invested Capital Split

Investment Number Equity Amount Current Total Wtd. Average Wtd. Average
Status of Capital Distributed Reported Equity Gross Gross

Investments Invested Equity Value Value DPI Multiple TVPI Multiple
Realized 15 $156 $167 $0 $167 1.07x 1.07x
Partially Realize 63 $1,673 $1,164 $1,243 $2,407 0.70x 1.44x
Unrealized 6 $34 $0 $47 $47 0.00x 1.37x
Total 84 $1,864 $1,331 $1,290 $2,621 0.71x 1.41x

Invested Capital by Year (%)
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Landmark Partners LLC ---- Fund Analysis Data as of 3/31/2016
(US$ in Millions)

Secondary Fund Purchase Price Premium/Discount to NAV

Gross DPI & TVPI Multiples by Purchase Price Premium / Discount Purchase Price Premium / Discount to NAV Distribution

Purchase Price Number Equity Amount Current Total Wtd. Average Wtd. Average
of Capital Distributed Reported Equity Gross Gross

Investments Invested Equity Value Value DPI Multiple TVPI Multiple
Premium to NAV 8 $67 $45 $23 $68 0.67x 1.02x
At NAV 19 $273 $121 $112 $233 0.44x 0.86x
Discount to NAV 56 $1,481 $1,086 $1,130 $2,216 0.73x 1.50x
Total 83 $1,820 $1,252 $1,266 $2,517 0.69x 1.38x

Purchase Price Premium / Discount Over Time
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